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…to Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter 36! 
 
Wow, what a summer!  Hot and dry (like a good curry perhaps!), but what 

of its effect on our wild mammals?  Perhaps it is a little early to be speculating on the full 
implications of that, as any population trends may still take some time to be properly 

interpreted.  Meanwhile it would be interesting to hear from anyone who has been carrying 
out camera trap monitoring in their gardens over the last two or three years and who may 

have seen any unusual heat or drought-related behavior during the summer among suburban 
mammals such as hedgehogs, badgers or foxes, compared to previous years. 

 
Since the last Newsletter issue we have been sorry to accept the resignation, for personal 

reasons, of Stuart Edmunds from his role as Chair of Shropshire Mammal Group.  There are 
a great many duties and tasks attached to the role of Chair, many of which are carried out 

behind the scenes, as it were; and obviously all that is undertaken in addition to his day-job 

of Communications Officer with Shropshire Wildlife Trust and the intensive pine marten 
monitoring; all of which he will continue, and so I’m really pleased to say that Stu will remain 

on the SMG Committee.  On behalf of the Committee and all our members, we should thank 
Stuart very warmly for all his hard work to raise the profile of Shropshire Mammal Group so 

spectacularly over recent years, and wish him a little more breathing space for the important 
things in life!  Moving forward we’re giving a massive welcome back to the Chair to Malcolm 

Monie, who has previously served in the role and kindly agreed to take on the duties until 
the Annual General Meeting in January 2019;  he’s wearing three hats at the moment, as 

you’ll see on Page 2! 
 

So just time to draw your attention to the numerous highlights of SMGN36.  It’s a loosely 
rodent-focused issue, but we’re still diverse!  Readers will be well aware of how much I enjoy 

publishing the work of fresh new contributors to the Newsletter and we have those aplenty 
in this issue alongside numerous faithful regulars such as Dave Lewis, Kate Long, Louise 

Wilson, Jack Riggall, Robin Bennett, Sam DT and Malcolm himself (all of whom have had 

several articles published in the four years since I became editor), we welcome Ellie May 
Forrester who promises us regular articles on her interest in urban wildlife; Paul Wright, a 

long-standing SMG member from over the Worcs border, describes his camera trapping 
experiences in the Severn Valley Country Park; Dave Groves of Cornwall Mammal Group has 

penned a major article for us on the return of the polecat to his native county; Alastair 
Hughes-Roden writes on field skills and mammal tracking (don’t miss his tracking talk at the 

AGM in February!); Wendy Whittle describes a nocturnal encounter with a wallaby, while Jan 
McKelvey of Shropshire Wildlife Trust offers an SWT update on their habitat conservation 

work to benefit hazel dormice.  Six new authors – wow!  To round off the rodent theme 
Maurice Wilson’s 1960s Animals magazine article on squirrels is reprinted, and finally I take 

a close look at a dead edible dormouse and compare it to a roadkill grey squirrel. 
 

So!  Look out for your next SMG Newsletter in your mailbox on or soon after 23rd December.  

What will be the tenuously contrived theme of that issue?  You’ll decide!  Just send me stuff!  
Don’t hold back/ Get scribing!  Have a squirrel-busy autumn! 

Ric Morris   ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk 
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Newsletter 

 

WELCOME! 

Issue 36: Autumn 2018 

Two important dates for your SMG Diary!  Back in 2009, Shropshire 

Mammal Group was founded with a long term aim of compiling a 

Mammal Atlas for our county; an aim which has been at the heart 

of our constant appeals for mammal records ever since.  The SMG 

Committee remains committed (ha!) to this project but we need 

members’ help and would like to hear opinions of how this can be 

progressed.  So please see our events page for details of an 

important planning / social meeting on Saturday 3rd November! 

Our second date will be three months on – Saturday 2nd February 

2019, when we will hold our AGM at FSC Preston Montford!  

Another great opportunity to meet like-minded members and we 

have already booked a special guest speaker- Alastair Hughes-

Roden, who will deliver a fascinating presentation on mammal 

tracking in the UK and Europe!  A great way to develop your 

mammal detective skills and gain important Atlas records.  Don’t 

miss his flagship article on Page 24 of this issue! 

The usual disclaimer applies- the opinions expressed in the SMG Newsletter are those of the individual contributors, not necessarily the views of the SMG, unless stated to be so. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk/
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.mammal.org.uk/
https://www.field-studies-council.org/centres/prestonmontford.aspx
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First of all, I would like to add my wholehearted agreement to Ric’s words in his Editor’s Welcome by way of 

thanking our departing Chair, Stuart Edmunds, for his service since taking on the role in time for the Spring 

2013 Newsletter (SMGN14).  There have been huge changes in the Shropshire Mammal Group over the almost 

six years of his Chairmanship, not least our coming to international attention following the famous pine marten sighting 
of 2015!  Stuart, on behalf of all SMG members, we send you our very best wishes for the future, and we are so pleased 

that you feel able to continue as a very valued member of the Committee for the time being. 

 
This year has seen a dramatic explosion of activity on the dormouse front with the formation of the informal Shropshire 

Dormouse Group by a group of our members led by Sam Devine-Turner and Peta Marshall.  They plan to work on 

monitoring and training in co-operation with other organisations including Shropshire Wildlife Trust and its Conservation 
Manager, Jan McKelvey.  For more information on the SWT’s project at Clunton Coppice, see page 17 of this issue! 

 

We are also planning to get work underway on the Atlas which will probably start off, at least, as an online publication.  
A meeting is planned for Saturday 3rd November to bring together members who may be interested in helping us to get 

this project rolling.  An informal pub meeting will be followed by a bite to eat and a mammal walk; we would love to see 

you there. See the events page for details and check your email inbox.  If you would like to be part of this, please get in 

touch.  Meanwhile, keep those records coming in!     Malcom Monie 
 

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support. 

Pearce Environment Ltd Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project Field Studies Council, Preston Montford 

 

Thank you to the many members who have already updated their email preferences in accordance with the new General 

Data Protection Regulation which came into force earlier this year.  If you have not already done so please go to the 

Join or Update tab on the SMG website.  If you don't, you may miss out on interesting mammal-related news unless it 
relates directly to SMG business.  Completing this will also help to send you details of our projects that may be of 

particular interest to you, such as work relating to pine marten, dormouse, water vole or the proposed Shropshire 

Mammal Atlas.  We hope you all enjoy your SMG membership and the chance to get involved with our activities. 
Malcom Monie 

 
 

Note from the Chair                                      by Malcolm Monie,  SMG Interim Chair 

Corporate members of Shropshire Mammal Group 
…and Membership Matters          by Malcolm Monie,  SMG Treasurer and Membership Secretary 

Some county Mammal Groups have chosen to produce a printed Atlas, including Northumbria, 

Suffolk, Cornwall & IoS, Staffs, Derbyshire, Cheshire and historically, the Institute of 
Terrestrial Ecology! 

…while Notts, Wiltshire & 

Oxfordshire opted for an 
online Atlas, easily 

updated and freely 

downloadable for future 
reference. 

The Wildlife Trust’s position on the badger cull            From SWT’s Facebook page 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk/
http://www.pearce-environment.co.uk/
http://www.whitchurchwatervoles.co.uk/index.php/en/
https://www.field-studies-council.org/centres/prestonmontford.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScQ4t0mk7C4Rpn7mcY_crdmQpFS5nJpB7GN00ONw7i8ZgK_oA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/mammals-in-wiltshire/
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d87e35_00102fa8b734469a997cb92552092649.pdf
http://www.nottsmammals.org.uk/
http://www.nottsmammals.org.uk/
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/mammals-in-wiltshire/
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d87e35_00102fa8b734469a997cb92552092649.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/ShropshireWildlife/photos/a.111509825560128/2119669664744124/?type=3&theater
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The badger cull:  the facts    Infographics researched & produced by Sam Devine Turner 
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Shropshire Star, 
15th September 2018 

Shropshire Star, 
5th October 2018 
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Here at Conservation K9 Consultancy we have had an even busier 2018 than 2017.  I’ve been promoting 
dogs for their use in conservation and wildlife monitoring for ten years but the methodology is finally getting 

recognised!  For instance, this year I’ve received exciting enquiries about several projects, including 

detection dog training for hedgehogs Erinaceus europaeus and water voles Arvicola amphibius.  Both of these projects 
involve working with experts and conservationists in the field who wanted to see if the use of specialist trained 

conservation K9s (canines!) can help with issues such as hedgehog population monitoring and locating hibernating 

hedgehogs; for water voles, the techniques developed include the precise and 

non-invasive detection and indication on water vole burrows; water vole 
latrines, and also locating trace droppings in open fields.  These canine skills 

can help track vole movement in areas which may be difficult or present other 

problems for the usual human search teams. 
 

This has been interesting because the very hot summer weather and long 

daylight hours made that training with hedgehogs was hard, so we had to do 
training in the late evening and towards dusk when it was cooler and the 

hedgehogs were more naturally active.  I found that clients and other people 

involved in this needed reassurance that it was possible to train dogs to detect 
hedgehogs without biting them.  I can’t stress enough that our dogs do 

not want to bite or even touch hedgehogs!  If anything it’s the opposite; 

when a detection dog finds a hedgehog the one thing they don't want to do is 
stay near the animal or get 

close to it!  In fact nature is 

saying “Stay away from this spikey ball!”  Our dogs 

have done amazingly well at this project but there’s still 
lots more training to be done.  Actually the hardest part 

is regularly getting hold of hedgehogs which are 

suitable for use in training!  Naturally we ensure that 
the hedgehog’s welfare is just as important as that of 

our dogs, and at any sign of distress on the hedgehog’s 

behalf (other than simply rolling up) the training 
session is ended, the dog is called off and the hedgehog 

can be left to go about its business or returned to a 

safe and stress free environment.  I recently did my 
first hedgehog search at night and we were finding hedgehogs 

that were seven metres inside a thick bush; and my dog 

detected that at a hundred metres away which was amazing!  

Our hedgehog work is in collaboration with both the PTES and the British 
Hedgehog Preservation Society. 

 

The water vole searches have been even more fun and challenging; after working in Whitchurch 
Shropshire, Snowdonia then in Kent, the varied terrain 

made us reconsider our search methodology.  We have now 

started training our WV dog using a paddle board so we 
can access burrows, and edges of brooks more easily 

without having to trample down the vegetation. This is 

working great and it’s a very interesting training technique.  
Hettie our hedgehog and WV dog has been able to locate 

burrows and latrines and even find WV activity in areas not 

expected, plus she's able to get to areas that humans 
would just find too difficult, so broadening the search area 

massively. 

 

I am very excited about some wolf and lynx detection work that is also underway 
right now.  We have been asked by a wildlife biologist client to provide consultancy 

and continuation training with her wolf Canis lupus lupus and lynx Lynx lynx scat 

Conservation K9 Consultancy update   Words & photos from Louise Wilson 

Above:  Hettie working on a long leash 
Below:  WV droppings 

Handler Laura Hollerbach with Louise 
and Maple the wolf scat detection dog 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.conservationk9consultancy.com/
https://ptes.org/
https://www.britishhedgehogs.org.uk/
https://www.britishhedgehogs.org.uk/
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detection dogs in the field.  This is international work and training; Laura Hollerbach currently works at the Conservation 

Genetics Group, Senckenberg Research Institute, Frankfurt, Germany.  Laura does research in the field of conservation 
detection K9s; her current project is Detection Dogs in Conservation and Wildlife Research.  I’ve worked in America and 

Africa many times but Laura’s project is in Europe and we are so happy to be asked to assist in such a specialist area.  

The aim for scat detection dogs used for this particular kind of wildlife monitoring is to increase the collection of data rich 
scats, which help with population counts.  We also need the dogs to have a broader search capability, allowing more 

data collection for better, more robust research. 

 
Ric:  What breeds of dogs or temperaments are most suited to these targets? 

Louise:  It all depends on the project, but just like explosives, tobacco and other specialist 

contraband sniffer dogs I have worked with for over 15 years, conservation search K9s all need 

to be energetic, confident, curious, motivated, eager, and relentless.  Because of these character 
traits it’s important that we realise a good working dog can sometimes mean a really hard pet dog 

at home.  Rather than buying puppies from a breeder, I always advise selecting slightly older dogs 

(say ten months to two years), rescue dogs in this age range are often ideal.  Maple (right), the 
trained wolf scat detection dog is the most beautiful black Labrador who adores searching; and at 

only two years old, she still a puppy, in a way. 

 
Ric:  What special problems might arise with the location, habitat and habits of wolf and 

lynx target species? 

Louise:  Sending dogs to Iraq for bomb detection put those animals into a very hostile 
environment, so in comparison, thinking about risks and problems for wildlife conservation K9s is 

very different.  However, during wilderness searches, it can be one minute beautiful and amazing; 

but next can be dangerous and difficult, especially in cases where areas of forestry have been 
clear felled- fallen trees, broken trunks, spikes, branches and so 

on can result in some serious injuries to dogs if they exuberantly 

search the area, so the handler needs to be really well trained 

to be able to slow a dog down when needed.  Lynx and wolf as target species rarely 
pose a threat to dogs, but when I was working in Montana 

with Working Dogs for Conservation (WD4C), we undertook 

a carnivore scat census, and this involved potential 
encounters with American black bear Ursus americanus and grizzly bear 

Ursus arctos horribilis!  This was much more of a risk; we also had wolf Canus lupus lupus, 

wolverine Gulo gulo and mountain lion Puma concolor, but it was definitely the grizzly bear 
we were most concerned about.  Luckily in our European training locations for the wolf and 

lynx scat detection work we hadn't got any risk from the target species really, we just trained 

in a neutral environment with our specific scats. So we wanted to do a week of intensive 
training for the client’s lovely dog, working on search pattern, working directive and 

indication.  However general advice when scent training for large carnivores and Canids is to 

start with a scat from a low ranking juvenile wolf.  All the hormones and chemicals that are 

covering the scat will be quite a frightening scent for dogs, and especially for less confident 
and headstrong dogs.  It’s best to ensure you get a wolf scat from a captive individual to 

start!  Not that we have to consider this technique for work in the UK as yet… but maybe 

one day!  The training undertaken for this client’s dog was general advancement of her 
existing skills such as search area training, indication at distance, multiple find detection, 

difficult scat finds and working directive. 

 
Ric:  Any legal issues such as lack of protection or poor enforcement that is hampering 

the conservation projects? 

Louise:  This is a very tricky subject, as in areas in Europe wolf populations and their presence isn't always seen as 
desirable or even tolerated.  So promoting the use of scat detection dogs for wolf monitoring doesn't always attract the 

right crowd.  It is massively political; wolves can be perceived as significant predators and therefore seen as risks to 

wildlife, farms and people.  Much more education and training is needed for the public to ensure that communities can 
work together and live together in harmony even if we have to manage all ecosystems and habitats now.  Wolves are at 

serious risk, they are heavily hunted, poisoned and snared.  It’s a sad situation, and when working in this area we also 

need to be aware that these same risks can also apply to our dogs. 

 

Wolf scat: powerful stuff 
for the less confident dog! 
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So back in the UK we’re also having a great 2018 with our bat carcass detection teams.  We have been working with 

clients in the UK, beautiful France and elsewhere Europe wide for bat carcass detection training for handler teams.  Using 
dogs is after all the best method out there for efficient bat carcass detection in any terrain. 

 

We now have four bat carcass dogs available for deployment 
on wind turbine sites for mortality monitoring.  We were asked 

by Sandra Raw, a Masters’ student from Hartpury University, 

Gloucester, to be involved in her amazing bat carcass trial 
research paper which looks at the best working directive of 

conservation K9s and specifically bat carcass detection dogs.  

We spent the first few weeks of the year finalising the training 

of the four dogs for the project before conducted trials in 
February and March 2018.  We had to also have control 

measure research trials in May 

(also using our dogs), so we 
have been busy with that for 

the first half of the year.  This research paper was a great success and we hope to be 

able to share the peer reviewed paper soon.  It shows how good the dogs worked even 
in the most adverse weather, including rain, hail, snow, gales, heat waves and more...  

It involved checking welfare parameters of the dogs as well as me as the handler!  This 

involved strapping a heart monitor onto me before and after every search, with ice cold 
lubricant in minus three degrees!  This was the most stressful part of the research but I 

loved it.  Sandra is based at Kempsey, Worcester and her Hartpury University Masters 

paper will be released soon. 
Louise Wilson 

Are you interested in becoming more actively involved in the work of Shropshire Mammal Group? 

 
Our AGM is approaching on February 2nd 2019, and we have two or three committee 

members who have expressed a desire to either relinquish a specific role on our 

Committee or to step down due to their other commitments (one of these being Stuart, 
the former Chair, of course).  We are therefore seeking expressions of interest from 

anyone within our wider membership (over 150 members!) who may be willing to 

stand for Committee and become more engaged with the Group’s work.  No special 
skills or expertise is necessarily required; simply an enthusiasm for Shropshire’s 

mammals and their conservation, a willingness to attend committee meeting regularly 

(approximately every two months, in or near Shrewsbury, on a weekday evening), to bring 
fresh ideas to support other members of the Committee and if desired, to be involved in any member or public 

engagement events that we might run or attend.  You don’t need to be an expert conservationist, an ecologist or to have 

Ray Mears-standard bushcraft skills.  We only ask that you bring your enthusiasm and your ideas! 
In addition to committee members, we’re also looking for a bright and enthusiastic ‘Webmaster’ or ‘Webmistress’ to spice 

up, maintain and regularly update the Shropshire Mammal Group website.  Maybe amongst our members there's an IT 

student or someone else with underused website creation skills and a bucketload of imagination who'd like to take this 

on as a project? 
We’d love to hear from anyone who may be interested in pursuing any of these roles in 2019, so please do get in touch! 

Ric Morris 

Louise is a professional dog trainer & specialist dog handler, holding the Dip.HE in 

Animal Behaviour & Welfare. 
She is Head Of Conservation K9 Section for the International Working Dog Association 

(IWDA)  www.iwda-k9.com 

as well as Managing Director of Conservation K9 Consultancy (a trading name of LEV 
INTERNATIONAL LTD). 

www.conservationk9consultancy.com 
Contact louise@conservationk9consultancy.com or 00 44 7746 410976 

Henry, bat carcass detection dog in action 

Louise with Sandra, in adverse 
weather conditions! 

An appeal for involvement                                                                from Ric Morris 
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The importance of education and good educators, in my book at least, is fundamental for at least one of the 
pillars of society; perhaps more importantly, it is one of the foundations of the individual.  There is no 

doubt about the current paucity of quality natural history education; how many of us older punters 

remember the Nature Ramble at infant school, or playing in the garden with an I-Spy book checking out 
ants and beetles with magnifying glasses (and frying them when the sun was out- horror!)  It seems 

that even now, despite plentiful exposure through TV, internet, social media et al, some urban youngsters 

still don’t know what a cow or sheep is, where eggs or bread come from, what’s in a fish finger or what 

trees do. 
 

The exposure at a young age to various elements of nature has certainly left me with the lifelong love 

affair with all things of the Great Outdoors.  My forty-plus years as a geological engineer was founded 
upon a love of fossils, crystals and folds.  This love affair started long before I even knew what geology 

was.  I lived on the suburb/countryside border on the western side of Swansea south Wales, and in the 

early sixties the area was still in the clutches of the aftermath of the Second 
World War.  Industrial estates were on sites of poor grazing quality, usually boggy 

or marsh areas, so it was very rich picking for us to play there, collecting newts, 

frogs and beetles of all sorts, then back home with jam-jars of little trophies, bog 
plants and trinkets.  Also, having the coalfield on hand (perhaps just a good bike 

ride away) and its associated spoil-tips full of coal-measure fossils of plants and 

ferns and rarely wonderful crystals of quartz or amethyst, pyrite or calcite.  The 
entombment of fossils was always an intrigue to me, seeing ferns as rock; finding 

out they were some 300 million years old, yet there was one just like it nearby 

swaying in the breeze amongst the trees. 

 
There are those readers who have their own memories of their nature-based upbringing, with vastly 

different elements and experiences; the common thread amongst us all is the respect and joy for the 

natural world; to see and appreciate how it works and how we fit into it.  Some have made career paths 
within this area, others have decided to keep it as a hobby separated from their chosen career. 

 

The one thing we all need to do, in whatever way we can, is to expose the youngsters we encounter to the joys and 
wonder of the natural world.  The beauty of both the large and small scale can be breathtaking; we need to pass this joy 

onto the next generation, whether they become active in it or not.  Their opinions will matter when elections come 

around, deciding who they wish to represent their views; there are horrendous activities in various countries around the 
globe (dismally, even our own), but thankfully, these are countered by great things happening elsewhere. 

 

I was taught the ‘respect angle’ at a very, very young age by encountering a stoat by a mesh 

fence in my primary school.  I found it in the grass there, gathered some friends to look, went 
to stroke it and got a very bloody bite on the finger for my trouble.  I’ve never forgotten it of 

course.  The stoat must have been petrified of us all gathered and reaching out towards it was 

a gesture too far.  Wild animals are wild and fearless, their instinct for survival and reproduction 
is highly developed; the wildlife park/zoo culture and Disneyfication seems to have increased 

our exposure to animals but has equally deteriorate our respect for them.  I often despair that 

an animal has been ‘put down’/shot because some ill-educated punter put themselves in a 
position of vulnerability in proximity to a wild animal.  In a science based area, it is essential 

to make mistakes; that’s how we learn.  It’s just that some mistakes are more costly than 

others, but the principle still holds. 
 

We need to pass on the wonder and joy of it 

all in whatever way we can; through active 
participation, study, documenting and 

recording, monitoring, photographing, games 

and play.  The baton needs to be passed on.  

It mustn’t be dropped; that’ll be the biggest 
bite of all. 

Dave Lewis 

Bitten by the nature bug                                                                by Dave Lewis 

“People say to me, ‘How did you first become interested in animals?’, and I 
look at them and I say: ‘Was there a time when you were not interested in 

animals?’  It’s the first sort of pleasure, delight and joy you get as a child.  

As a child grows, he becomes aware of all sorts of things, sex or computers 
and the internet and so on.  But if he loses the first treasure, he’s lost 

something that will give him joy and delight for the rest of his life.” 

David Attenborough, quoted in The Guardian, 25 September 2017 
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Here at Severn Valley Country Park, Alveley where I volunteer, I have 
joined forces with the Rangers James Brookes, Ed Andrews and Sarah, 

as well as Don, our volunteers’ Chairman in videoing the mammal life 

of the park.  It started out with my camera traps, two Maginons and a 
Spypoint 10, and has ended up with the SVCP supporters group buying 

three Spypoint Solar cameras and put around the park. 

 

Our aim is to educate the general public who visit the park about the 
wildlife that makes it their home or passes through by the seasons.  

We have a large television in the centre, which shows the stills , and 

video of foxes Vulpes vulpes, badgers Meles meles, muntjac Muntiacus 
reevesii doe and fawn (with the possibility of other deer), 

and one clip which I think is a polecat Mustela putorius 

at night!  We (well, I) am aiming for otter Lutra lutra 
footage, as they are seen on the river, and sometimes on 

the pools on the park. 

 
The badgers are monitored by regular inspection by me 

and the members of the park.  The park has got a record 

of harvest mouse Micromys minutus, as I found a nest a 
couple of years ago.  I have installed my hazel dormouse 

Muscardinus avellanarius tubes in a hedge which was laid 

when I helped out with the Tuesday and Thursday 

volunteer groups.  Hopefully we may be lucky to get a 
brown hare Lepus europaeus too when a 

camera is placed where the hares have been spotted at 

times in the past. 
Paul Wright 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

Camera-trapping the Severn Valley Country Park   by Paul Wright 

Words & photos by Dave Lewis 

Harvest mouse nest found 
by Paul in Doxey Marshes, 

Stafford in November 2013. 

Muntjac central!  From top right:  a doe and 

fawn at badger sett at night; a doe back at the 
same sett in August; and finally a muntjac 

buck in tall vegetation in daylight, also August. 

Below left:  A badger on a regularly used path 
at night, and below right, a fast moving night 
time fox.  Immediate right: the Spypoint Solar. 

Left – the possible polecat! 
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At the beginning of the twentieth century trapping and persecution had driven 

Britain’s last remaining polecats Mustela putorius to the wilds of northern Wales.  The 

relaxation in game-keeping and control pressures have allowed polecats to spread out 
from Wales at first into the West Midlands and then southwards.  The latest 

publication from the Mammal Society on Britain’s mammals seems to show the 

polecats have yet to reach Cornwall.  Our evidence indicates otherwise.  Polecat 

records from Cornwall dry up in the late 19th century, the last being from 1890.  
Occasional reports of feral ferrets, often with polecat-type coat colours indicated 

some small self-sustaining populations especially in the east of the county.  

Interestingly many of these feral ferrets were larger than typical domestic ferrets.  
In 2012 two apparently pure polecats were submitted for autopsy at the Cornwall’s 

Wildlife Veterinary Investigation Centre run by Vic Simpson.  The specimens had 

been collected close to Lostwithiel in the east of the county.  Cornwall Mammal 
Group (CMG) put out a series of appeals 

for records.  Since polecats and ferrets 

seem to be particularly susceptible to 
road accidents, probably because they 

tend to hunt along road verges and 

boundaries, most of the resulting 
records were road kills.  CMG 

encouraged recorders to try and take 

detailed photographs of any specimens (after taking suitable 

precautions to not end up in the same situation of course – a lot of our 
records were left un-photographed by the side of the A30 in the interests of 

personal safety).  Initially we used the Vincent Wildlife Trust guidance 

(https://www.vwt.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/polecat-ferret-leaflet-.pdf) to 
identify possible polecats and sent pictures of all candidate specimens to 

Johnny Birks or Vic Simpson for confirmation.  Determining polecat 

phenotype (the physical appearance of the animal) is based on several 

The return of Cornish polecats          by Dave Groves of Cornwall Mammal Group 

Polecat facial features (above) compared with 
polecat-ferret hybrid (below). 

Right: Polecat records from the ERCCIS 

database 2012 as reported in The Mammals of 

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Red dots show 
records of nine phenotypically identified 

polecats from 2007 to 2012. 
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characteristics all of which are helpfully on a sliding scale!  

Firstly polecats, particularly in the summer, have a dark brown 
coat - pale animals are generally considered to be polecat-

ferrets.  Pure polecats do not have white paws or pale throat 

patches.  The dark ‘bandit mask’ of a pure polecat 
extends down to the rhinarium (the tip of the nose) and 

the rhinarium is also dark. 

 
The Cornwall Mammal Atlas produce by CMG in 2012 shows nine records from 2009 in the 

east of the County, together with a few historical records in the west.  Within a year 

increased recording effort resulted in a further 20 or so records collected, again east of a 
line from Padstow to St Austell.  The majority of these specimens were classified 

phenotypically as polecats.  As awareness has increased recording has extended beyond 

the ‘usual suspects’ and  more photographic evidence has been sent in to the local biological 

records centre through the Environmental Records Centre for Cornwall and the Isles of 
Scilly (ERCCIS) online recording system (ORKS) of animals spotted in gardens and in the 

countryside.  The 

increasing use of trail 
cameras has also provided 

records of this 

predominantly nocturnal 
animal.  At last count 

there were 65 records of 

polecats or polecat-ferrets 
on the ORKS databases.  

Other records have been 

submitted to national 

Right:  Records of polecats and polecat ferrets submitted for autopsy 

at the Cornwall Wildlife Veterinary Investigation Centre taken from a 

report written by Tamsyn Stephenson and Vic Simpson.  13 animals 
were submitted for autopsy in 2013, the majority being of polecat 

appearance.  The yellow arrow on the map indicates position of the first 

polecat we identified in Cornwall (which pre-dated the other points by 
two years). 

Left:  Geographical distribution of the samples submitted for 

genotype classification in 2013. 

Extracted from Detecting levels of introgression in Polecats 
from a population in South-West England using molecular 

techniques.  Andrew Thornley, Student dissertation, Cardiff 

University School of Biosciences 2014. 

The main areas of polecat 
distribution nationally in 2006, 

according to the VWT. 
(Map credit VWT) 

Right:  Polecat records from ERCCIS ORKS database. Screen 
shot September 2018 showing records between 2013 and 
2018 and demonstrating eastward spread of records 
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databases such as the Vincent Wildlife Trust and the NBN Atlas all indicating an increasing number of polecat sightings 

in Cornwall. 
 

The majority of confirmed polecat records are from 

road casualties; although there are many records of 
sightings submitted of live animals, often accompanied 

by photographs, it is regarded as good practice locally 

to consider these as hybrid animals unless there is 
clear evidence to demonstrate otherwise.  In order to 

try and understand more about the Cornish 

populations CMG considered how best to confirm, or 

deny the presence of polecats in Cornwall in the face 
of some scepticism from national authorities.  Ferrets 

are generally considered to be a domesticated form of 

the European polecat (Mustela putorius) although 
genetic analysis reveals considerable differences.  

Studies at Cardiff University showed that outside the 

core area of Wales and the English borders up to 31% 
of samples identified as polecat from phenotype 

contained at least some evidence of admixed ancestry.  

This was most common at the fringes of the expanding 
ranges where polecats were interbreeding with feral 

ferret.  In 2013 CMG funded the analysis of 26 samples 

collected from across the south west for examination 
of nuclear DNA microsatellite markers which can be used 

to discriminate between polecats and ferrets.  The work 

was carried out by Andrew Thornley under the supervision 

of Dr Mafalda Costa at the University of Cardiff.  Fewer 
than 20% of the animals examined were classified as 

‘pure polecat’ having less than 10% of the 10 markers 

studied being of ferret origin.  The remaining 80% although phenotypically classified as polecat were in fact hybrids 
although most of these had more polecat than ferret markers.  Interestingly 

although some samples came from Somerset there was no indication that 

these were more ‘polecatty’ than those from further east. 
 

Five years further down the line we have seen increasing numbers of records 

coming in from Cornwall and our intention is to try and repeat our DNA studies 
to see if the picture has changed.  We would anticipate that the specimens 

collected further west might demonstrate a greater degree of ferret DNA than 

those in the east which might show a range extension of pure polecats at the 

expense of feral polecat-ferrets as further crossing dilutes out the ancestral 
ferret DNA markers.  The combination of the predominantly unassisted 

recovery of the polecat with the geography of Cornwall provides an interesting 

wildlife experiment in how wild populations can spread.  Perhaps our next 
experimental subject will be the pine marten?  

Dave Groves 

The unfortunate reality of polecats and traffic, but this 
individual found on the A38 is at the polecat end of the 

spectrum – note the dark guard hairs and dark mask with 

the white ear tips and snout. The dark face extends down to 

the nose. The car keys are a very useful way of providing 
scale for the picture. 

Dave Groves is the Chair of Cornwall Mammal Group.  The County Mammal 

Recorder is Simon Richardson who is also administrator for iRecord for Cornwall.  
The very professional looking CMG website allows download of a large archive of 
fascinating Newsletters dating back to 2003.  Please do check it out! 

References:  
Birks, J.  (2015)    Polecats. Whittet Books, Stansted 

The Mammal Society  (2018)    Britain’s Mammals 2018: The Mammal Society’s guide to their population and conservation status. 

The Mammal Society, London  

Groves, D.J. (Ed.)  (2013)   The mammals of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, ERCCIS, Truro 
Thornley, A.  (2014)   Detecting levels of introgression in Polecats from a population in South-West England using molecular 
techniques.  Cardiff University School of Biosciences (Student dissertation) 

Pure polecat! 
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What causes unpigmented spots in an animal’s fur or plumage?  Sometimes it can be a response to damage, 
but more often it is a one-off quirk in an individual.  Leucism is fairly common in sparrows, blackbirds and 

corvids; there used to be a white-headed blackbird which haunted Whitchurch’s main town car park for about 

eight years.  Similarly I’ve seen a sparrow with white wings, and a jackdaw whose breast was covered in pale patches.  
But as far as I know, that pattern of colouring was never passed on to any offspring. 

 

However, studying local water voles for the past decade I have begun to notice a pattern to their markings, which leads 

me to think their leucism might be genetic.  The first water vole with a white spot on its forehead appeared in 2008, 
where the brook passes by Tesco.  I noticed it as a juvenile in late September, then by the 

end of October it had disappeared and I never saw it again.  I assumed that, because the 

mortality rate is so high over winter, the young vole hadn’t survived. 
 

The next sighting of a spotty water vole was in 2016, some way off in a field bisected by 

a tiny tributary of the brook.  What struck me was 
that the white mark was in exactly the same place; 

the centre of the vole’s forehead, like a bindi.  This 

particular individual was another youngster, but 
when I next saw a spotted vole the following year, 

it was an adult.  The same one?  I couldn’t say for 

certain. 
 

This year brought a small explosion of spotted 

voles: at least four, in the same field.  Then, most 

excitingly of all, I checked out a colony in another part 
of town and the first vole I saw there was a baby 

with a white spot on its head. 

 
What does it mean in biological terms?  Hard to imagine 

there’s no genetic connection here, and if that’s the case, it shows how water voles are 

travelling between colonies, and how vital it is to keep those spaces clear for them.  
 

So come to Whitchurch and see our rare, spotted voles.  Who knows, in another decade 

perhaps all of our water voles will have the special white mark!  
Kate Long 

  

           Spotted voles spotted                           Words & photos by Kate Long 

5 August 2016; Edgeley Road 

7 July 2017 Edgeley Road 

From left:  7 August 2018, Edgeley Road site;   13 August 2018 Edgeley Road;   29 August 2018, Black Park Road site. 

Above: Spotted 
vole sightings in 

Whitchurch 

(Google Maps) 
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           Sciurus vs Sciurus: Squirrel identity   by Maurice Wilson 

                                                          with additional info and research by Ric Morris 

Readers of SMG35 will recall that 
while in NZ I found a couple of 

vintage 1960s copies of Animals 
magazine (later re-launched as BBC 

Wildlife Magazine in 1983) in a 

second hand shop on the South 
Island.  I have been successful in 

sourcing some more copies on my 
return home and while they are 

obviously not exclusively British 

mammal focused, there are many 
fascinating articles which can be 

repurposed & referenced for SMGN 
articles!  The beautiful watercolour 

studies which Maurice Wilson 

produced for this short article on red 
and grey squirrel pelage in the issue 

dated 20th July 1965 were just too 

good not to share with you! 
 

Born in London in March 1914, 
Maurice Charles John Wilson was a 

wildlife artist whose work appeared in 

dozens of books and also apparently 
on cards given away with Brooke 

Bond tea, a commission which was 
 

 

 
 

 

 
also undertaken at various times by 

both Charles Tunnicliffe and Sir Peter 
Scott.  Wilson was educated at the 

Hastings School of Art and the Royal 

Academy Schools, and later taught 
anatomical and plant drawing.  He 

worked with members of the Natural 
History Museum in reconstructing the 

look of dinosaurs from fossils & his 

work in this area was much 
respected, inspiring books such as W. 

E. LeGros Clarke’s History of the 
Primates (1949) for which he 

produced black and white line 

drawings of modern day members of 
the Primate order, from tree shrew to 

gorilla. 

 
I still have my own well-thumbed 

copy of the tenth edition of 1970 
(designated as the British Museum 

Natural History Publication No. 539; 

retail price 40p!) and I note that the 
primate sketches are both signed by, 

and credited to Wilson but the 
sketches of early hominid skulls… 
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…and other bones that I 
found so captivating as a 

teenage bones enthusiast 

are not credited 
anywhere in the book, 

which is a shame.  So 
while there were different 

cover designs for the 

book’s earlier editions 
(these can be found via 

an internet image search 
if you’re really keen!) it is 

unclear whether Wilson 

was also responsible for 
the iconic cover image of 

my tenth edition: 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

It’s probably true to say 

that this cover concept 
derives from a couple of 

other linear depictions of 
human evolution, 

somewhat flawed in 

themselves but powerful 
images nonetheless. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Wilson was also known as 
an illustrator for the Radio 

Times and illustrated a 
number of children’s 

wildlife and factual books 

among them several in 
the A Closer Look at… 

series.  He exhibited at 
the RSMA and for Dorset 

Naturalists' Trust at the 

Dorset County Museum.  
Wilson lived in Tunbridge 

Wells, Kent, where he 

died in November 1987. 
 

Ric Morris 
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I was lucky enough to come 
across a fresh roadkill grey 

squirrel Sciurus carolinensis 

just outside Pontesbury one 

morning in mid August.  The 
animal was cold to the touch 

but pretty much unmarked 

apart from a suspicious 
lumpiness around the base of 

the spine and hips.  It’s likely 

that this broken lower back 
was the cause of death. 

 

So the animal having died in 
August you would expect this 

to pretty much a textbook 

‘summer pelt’ squirrel.  I have 
to say it doesn’t look especially 

similar to the Maurice Wilson 

summer pelt watercolours in 

the previous article.  The tail is 
bushy though, and there is a 

rufous look to the lower legs 

and ribs area between the 
obvious grey of the animal’s 

sides and the white underside.  

The squirrel’s cheeks are also 
not entirely grey.  I regret to 

say that I don’t have the 

facility to skin and prepare the 
pelts of roadkill mammals 

these days, although perhaps 

one day I will be in a position 

to resume that!  However I 
was fascinated by the variety 

of colour in the fur and thought 

it was definitely worth 
photographing the body for 

the Newsletter. 

 
It has been my custom and 

practice for many years now to 

pick up roadkill and when the 
animal is still in good condition 

it can be an instructive 

exercise to examine it closely.  
The very best wildlife artists – 

the legendary Charles 

Tunnicliffe (1901-1979) comes 

to mind immediately – used to 
obtain dead mammals and 

birds and carefully measure 

them and sketch them in 
laborious detail in bulging… 

          Sciurus vs Glis: portraits of dead rodents                        by Ric Morris 
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 …sketchbooks.  This method 
was a means of familiarizing 

themselves with every detail 

of the subject, every 

proportion of the body, every 
variation of the coat and 

seasonal plumage.  Of course 

at one time these mammals 
and birds which were so 

carefully studied would have 

been shot; shockingly to our 
current 21st century 

sensibilities, because they 

were perhaps killed by the 
now revered artists 

themselves. 

 
These days of course with 

ultra- high definition 

photography, film-making, 

and humane, efficient live-
trapping, arguably it is no 

longer always necessary to 

obtain this desirable level of 
familiarity from a dead 

subject. 

 
I have for several years been 

seeking a dead body of an 

edible dormouse (Glis glis); 
not readily found in 

Shropshire fortunately!  An 

invasive species introduced 

via some 1902 escapees 
from the Tring-based, 

(in)famous Rothschilds’ 

animal collections.  The Glis 
now number around 10,000 

individuals and are now 

concentrated in a 200-
square-mile triangle between 

Beaconsfield, Aylesbury, and 

Luton, around the southeast 
side of the Chilterns.  One of 

the best known monitors of 

the Glis populations is Roger 
Trout (who, it would be fair to 

say, can often be a little hard 

to contact!) and so I’ve 

managed to obtain a couple 
of specimens via his 

colleague Lorna Griffiths, 

who I follow on Twitter as  
@angelicus73; this being the 

freshest & most photogenic.  

It’s easy to see from the 
contrasting images in this 
article that it does have a… 

… body shape with a superficial resemblance to a small grey squirrel, which might confuse an 
inexperienced observer.  I will be keeping SMG members updated with the process of its decay 

(no, not really!) and I hope to soon have a set of Glis bones to form the basis of a comparison 

article with those of the hazel dormouse Muscardinus arvellanarius!           Ric Morris 
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Clunton Coppice is a peaceful area of woodland, clinging to the southern hillside above the hamlet 

of Clunton.  It has been managed as a nature reserve by Shropshire Wildlife Trust since 1988 and has, until 
relatively recently posed a conundrum in terms of woodland management.  Most of the trees were clear-felled 

in the 1950s and has since re grown as delightful, open and even aged woodland.  It is carpeted by bilberry, wavy hair 

grass and common cow wheat, with patches of bluebell in the spring. 
 

With the exception of localised dense stands of holly, there is little in the 

way of bushes and shrubs to form an understory beneath the trees.  There 
are very few new saplings to take the place of the old veterans when their 

time comes, and the even aged nature of the woodland caused much head-

scratching, as previous small scale attempts at coppice regeneration had 

not been particularly successful.  There was a hunch that one group of 
mammals in particular was possibly having a devastating effect on young 

trees.  Deer are widespread in the valley woodlands in this area – 

commercial forestry and private woodland offer ideal habitat for roe deer 
and muntjac deer and they are regularly photographed on trail-cameras 

throughout the local woodlands. 

 
Having sought advice from a variety of conservation organisations and 

individual experts about how to encourage the natural regeneration of the 

woodland, the Trust embarked on a slightly 
different approach to diversifying the age range 

of the vegetation.  In 2007 substantive fencing 

was erected around small coppice plots of less 
than a quarter of a hectare to exclude the deer, 

and thereafter for the next five years two more 

exclosures have been added each year.  Some 

mature trees within the fenced areas were felled 
to encourage coppice re-growth, and also 

around the edges of these areas to let the 

maximum amount of light in to stimulate fresh 
growth 

At Clunton Coppice our first positive 

evidence of dormice came from 

survey work by Dr Cathy Turtle in 
1998, when she first recorded them in hedgerows on the edges 

of the woodland.  In 2003 boxes were put up at scattered 

locations around the woodland a regular monitoring scheme 
was begun.  They were monitored by volunteers and our 

former Reserve Wardens Tony and Kate Cooper who once lived 

at the wonderfully named ‘Cuckoo Corner’ cottage on the edge of the wood. 
 

How to tempt dormice in South Shropshire              by Jan McKelvey 

Conservation Manager, Shropshire Wildlife Trust  

Above: Clunton Coppice 

Pic:  SWT 

Deer fencing on an exclosure;- the 

fence is taller than it looks; deer 
are such good jumpers!  Pic:  SWT 

SWT’s Clunton Coppice  
information board.  Pic:  Ric 
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However positive evidence by way of summer nests were usually only found in the 

boxes sited in the lovely mature hazel hedgerows along the road.  In 2009 we 
decided to increase the numbers of boxes and refresh 

the monitoring effort by installing 80 boxes in two 

transect lines right through the wood to see if we could 
determine if they strayed into the woodland itself. 

 

This still led to the condition known to many box-
checkers as ‘monitoring disappointment’ - but only of 

sorts because it is always a unique thrill to lift the lid on 

a box.  The new boxes returned records for old bird 

nests, the odd slug, confused woodlice, annoyed shrews 
or surprised wood mice.  Or on odd occasions, boxes 

crammed to bursting with a winter stash of acorns, and 

our positive summer nest records remained on the very 
margin of the wood. 

 

Meanwhile, within the fenced areas and without the 
deer, nature was getting on with the job of 

regeneration.  Who knew exactly how much the deer, 

largely unseen, but apparently ravenous, had been 
eating as they browsed their way through the 

woodlands?  Within the fenced areas dense patches of 

brambles started to spring up, and before long had 
knitted together.  Fresh new stems grew from coppiced 

stools and as they reached above them for light, took with 

them trails of honeysuckle. 

 
More in hope than in expectation, ten new dormice boxes were put in each of 

the two of oldest fenced areas where the deer had been excluded.  Would the 

dormice find their way into the middle of the wood when previously there 
appeared to be little to entice them?  The dense thickets of bramble made 

checking the dormouse boxes quite a daunting prospect, requiring 

determination and thorn proof clothing. 
 

It was with huge pleasure then, that last year in 2017, exactly ten years after 

putting up the fences, checking all the 20 boxes, no fewer than three summer 
nests were found. 

 

As the vegetation in the other eight 

fenced areas matures and the 
bramble becomes more 

established we will install more 

nest boxes to gauge how quickly 
suitable habitat can be restored.  

With the help of Shropshire Dormouse Group we 

plan to extend the monitoring scheme to other 
parts of Clunton Coppice.  So, if you want to 

tempt dormice in South Shropshire woodlands, 

try to keep all the deer out and allow large 
areas of undisturbed bramble in your woodland 

– it may turn out to be worth the effort.  If you 

don’t get any dormice you will certainly get new 
trees! 

Jan McKelvey 

  This deer will trouble the woods no more… 
Muntjac bones in Clunton Coppice (no skull  ) 
Pic:  Ric 

Joy of joys!  

Jan with a 

dormouse! 
Pic:  SWT 

Sam Devine Turner checking a box…. 

Will disappointment follow? 
Pic: Pete Lambert 

A nestbox crammed 
with acorns! 

Pic:  SWT 
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My interest in wildlife took off five years ago when I began to take photographs of butterflies.  From this 

experience I developed a passion for entomology and natural history.  To further my knowledge and interest 

in this subject area, I got involved with my local Wildlife Trust (Shropshire!) and started volunteering with 
the education department and the work party groups on the local nature reserves.  I used to be a regular volunteer, 

doing moth traps and butterfly transects survey work with the Field Studies Council at Preston Montford.  In the spring 

and summer I am involved with the Shropshire Swift Group, where I participate in avian species surveys – swifts and 

swallows- in my home town of Shrewsbury. 
 

I am extremely passionate about making nature accessible to all people.  As a disabled person I understand the limitations 

that disabled people face when it comes to the issue of accessible nature reserves.  In July and August of 2017 I 
performed my first access audit for Shropshire Wildlife Trust, in which I reviewed six of their nature reserves.  From my 

results I produced a report which stated my findings on what the Trust was doing well on access and where they could 

improve.  In my conclusion, I made suggestions that the Trust could take forward in an effort of make nature reserves 
more accessible.  I did a presentation for the volunteer manager and the two head wardens of the nature reserves, 

urging them to consult with local disability groups on how nature reserves in the area can be improved.  This has become 

part of my campaign, ‘All for Nature & Nature for All’, which aims to make nature reserves as accessible as possible to 
disabled people. 

 

I have been a part time freelance writer for the last three years, having been lucky enough 

to have been published in a variety of magazines, e-zines, and blogs, such as, The 
Huffington Post, Country Living, Birdwatching Magazine and as a regular columnist in Cat 

World Magazine.  I have also had two blogs published on Countryfile.com. I run a blog 

called, ‘The Unconventional Naturalist’, where I write about my own experiences with 
nature and share my wildlife photography.  I give advice to disabled people about the best 

ways in which they can access the natural world, with reviews of nature reserves and 

project ideas that can be done at home. 
 

I am currently at the University of Chester studying for a degree in 

wildlife conservation and ecology and I work part time for the charity, 
‘Caring for God’s Acre’.  I look forward to discussing my passion for 

wildlife in urban settings in my future columns for the Shropshire 

Mammal Group Newsletter. 
Ellie May Forrester   (@elliemaywrites1) 

  

Ellie’s ecological notepad!                                           Introducing Ellie May Forrester 

I took this photograph of a common dolphin Delphinus sp. 

on a marine mammal survey in Falmouth, Cornwall, as part 

of a University field trip. 
 

I have an interest in a wide variety of different mammals! 
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Prior to the 2017/18 hunting season, the National Trust altered their hunting policy to, in theory, make 

hunting more accountable; it’s now more widely known that they licence a number of hunts, often with 
convictions for fox hunting, including two fox hunts using Shropshire’s Long Mynd, which happens to be a 

Site of Special Scientific Interest.  It’s less widely known, though, that before giving the hunts these licences for Long 

Mynd, Natural England gives their consent to the Trust for allowing this ‘activity’ on an annual basis.  I have no doubt 
that the relevant stuff within Natural England fully understand that ‘trail hunting’ is a myth because, for years, visitors 

to Long Mynd have been using social media to highlight the wildlife crime that unfolds before their eyes.  The Trust’s 

disappointing response, though, has invariably been to re-license both the South Shropshire Foxhounds & the United 
Pack.  In addition, the Higher Land Stewardship agreement between the 

National Trust & Natural England explains that the Trust should not allow 

activities that cause unreasonable or excessive disturbance to wildlife.  

Keeping in mind that the National Trust fully expects everybody except 
these two hunts to keep their dogs under close 

control, and that there are a number of 

accounts of hounds rampaging after wildlife & 
livestock on Long Mynd, is it possible that this 

agreement is being broken by the licensing of 

the two hunts in question?  It seems a fair 
question to ask. 

                                                                                                  

Jack Riggall 
  

‘Trail hunting’ on the Long Mynd                                            by Jack Riggall 

                                                              with screengrabs from the National Dis-Trust’s Facebook page by Ric  

‘Do not allow your agreement land to be used for organised games 
or sports, rallies, camping or caravanning, shows or sales where 

this likely to damage areas being managed for their wildlife habitat 

is interest or features of archaeological or historic interest; where 

this is likely to cause excessive or unreasonable disturbance to 
wildlife being encouraged under your agreement; or where this 

would cause unreasonable restriction to Public Rights of Way or 

"access land" as designated under the Countryside and Rights of 
Way Act 2000.’ - Extract from the National Trust's Higher 

Land Stewardship (HLS) agreement with Natural England, 

obtained via FoI request. 

Posts of complaint to the National Trust’s 

Facebook page about trail hunting activity 
on the Mynd during 2015 and 2017. 

The National Dis-

Trust is an 

informal Facebook 
group which 

states that it is   

“Highlighting the 
National Trust's 

support for illegal 
hunting and 

terrier work on 

National Trust 
land, in spite of 

the Hunting Act 
2004”. 
Ric Morris 
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It’s been a while since I’ve had chance to visit the ‘Black Isle’ in Scotland (the area around the corner 

from Inverness) and I’ve been looking for a reason to go back.  A meeting with a business partner in 
Aberdeen gave me that opportunity and my 81 year old Dad John jumped at the chance of joining me 

for a mini photographic adventure. 

 
Don’t expect the Orient Express… 

I love a train of any type and overnight trains really float my boat if 

you can excuse the mixed metaphor...  The Caledonian Sleeper is still 
running and uses pretty ancient rolling stock soon to be replaced with 

snazzy new carriages.  Dad has never experienced the ‘glamour’ of the 

midnight journey from Crewe to Aberdeen but had a ball in the end 

and thoroughly enjoyed the clunking, swaying and general disrepair.  
Even the drunk falling off the coach onto him as he boarded didn’t put 

him off!  It’s not exactly sophisticated but it is certainly an experience 

never to be forgotten.  
 

Our McMammal targets 

Once my meeting was over, we’d only have 36 hours to find our McMammals and so 
we had a good discussion beforehand and talked about what we might be able to find 

in that relatively short time. 

 
Pine martens Martes martes were top of the list for sure, with badgers Meles meles 

a close second for my Dad as it has been 60 years since he’s had a really good 

sighting.  Tris Pearce kindly helped him to see once last year but Dad didn’t get the 
photo he hoped for and so that was a priority for him. 

 

Scottish wildcats Felis sylvestris grampia (in captivity) and red squirrels Sciurus 

vulgaris were the last terrestrial mammals we hoped to find leaving only the famous dolphins Delphinus sp. at Chanonry 
Point as our final challenge.  That gave us a list of five very special and typically Scottish mammals to find and photograph 

before returning to Shropshire. 

 
Aigas Field Centre 

After calling some photographer friends to ask for tips and suggested locations, Aigas Field Centre near Inverness kept 

coming up as a possibility and a good option for pine marten, badger and red squirrel.  It wasn’t a name I was familiar 
with but it seems half of the world knows about it! Their 

excellent website www.aigas.co.uk shows what they offer in 

the way of wildlife holidays & field trips and describes their 
40 year heritage. 

 

Run by the Lister-

Kaye family, wildlife 
writer Sir John 

discovered the huge 

house in 1976 as an 
semi-derelict wreck 

and then set about 

renovating it with 
his wife, Lady Lucy.  

The family are still 

key to the operation 
today with Sir John meeting guests and Lady Lucy overseeing the kitchen and 

dining room.  Even their grown-up children help with serving pre-dinner drinks 

and making guests feel at home. 
 

Dad and I had arranged to use some of their hides and take dinner with their weekly guests and, after arriving, we were 

soon in a mini 4x4, being driven to our first hide to see the wildcats. 

McMammals!                                                                                                     by Robin Bennett 
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Wildcats 

The centre has four wildcats in purpose-built enclosures as part 
of a national breeding and conservation programme.  Ranger 

Emma was the perfect guide and explained how one of the 

males had been neutered as it had been shown to be only 75% 
pure when DNA-tested.  Ironically, the neutered cat looked 

more ‘wildcat’ to our eyes than the ‘pure’ female with a perfect 

classic stubby tale and banding. 
 

There are various centres involved in the programme and they 

are hopeful of increasing the population through their own 

Scottish cats although they don’t rule out the possibility of 
needing to bring in cats from Europe to increase the gene pool.  

It isn’t known for sure how many ‘pure’ wildcats exist in the 

countryside, but most estimates are fewer than 100 individuals.  
Breeding programmes like this appear to be key to increasing 

numbers and for potential reintroductions in Scotland and 

possibly elsewhere in the UK. 
 

Squirrels 

After an hour or so admiring the cats, we wandered off to a hide set on 
the woodland edge with a variety of feeders attracting birds and – we 

hoped – red squirrels.  They have not been seeing the crested tits this 

year which was a slight disappointment, but we didn’t have to wait long 
for the reds to make an appearance. 

 

Talking to Emma later, she subscribes to the 

view that pine martens are good for the red 
squirrels as their impact as efficient 

predators of their grey cousins is now well-

proven.  Certainly there were no shortage of 

reds around although they were always wary 
and liked to keep their distance. 

 

Dinner 
I don’t quite know what we were expecting dinner to be, but the 

setting really knocked our socks off!  The baronial dining hall was 

laid out for the weekly fungi-obsessed guests with two reserved 
places thoughtfully set for us Shropshire day trippers.  Drinks 

before, during and after the meal were all included and Lady Lucy 

was the perfect host.  We also got to see two golden eagles and a 
pine marten – unfortunately all stuffed (like we were after the 

bread-and-butter pudding!!) 

 
Into the dark 

Ranger Danny picked us up after dinner for a trip to the Campbell 

hide, named after acclaimed landscape/wildlife photographer 

Laurie Campbell who runs courses at the centre. 
 

The neutered male 

The ‘pure’ female 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
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Danny explained that the areas around the hide are baited nightly with food and 

that we had a decent chance of seeing one of the local martens and/or a badger 
or too.  Tawny owls and deer are also regular visitors. 

 

As it turned out, we didn’t have to wait long and a stunning pine marten appeared 
within 15 minutes or so.  As it explored the structures in front of the hide, Danny 

gradually turned up the floodlights although it didn’t stay long enough for us to 

get the perfect shots. Dad managed a cracker on his Nikon P900 – far better than 
my rushed efforts with my Sony gear. 

 

It had been a long day so we decided to call it a night at 10pm, come 

what may, and right on cue a badger appeared and stayed for an 
incredible 10 minutes or so enjoying the 

nuts and honey provided by the ranger.  

My Dad was absolutely made up as the 
badger was comfortable under the lights 

and literally feet away from us.  It was 

certainly the best view of a badger I’ve 
ever had and it was wonderful to see it trot 

off into the woods once it was sure it had 

removed all traces of food from in, around 
and under the logs.  What power too; 

boulders were moved with a flick of a paw 

and it was a truly impressive animal to 
watch. 

 

Dolphins 
Perhaps we 

should have guessed that our luck wouldn’t last but our visit to 

Chanonry Point the following day didn’t quite work out.  The tide 

was perfect, the light was good, but the dolphins kept their 
distance and never came close enough for the world-class viewing 

we’d hoped for.  I think I’ve been four times now and have seen 

them at their best only once, so perhaps they are not as reliable 
as I thought?  Anyway, we had 

a good time chatting to the 60+ 

other watchers keeping look-
out and it was a cracking way to 

spend a few hours before 

heading back home. 

 

I was very pleased to see my 

male wildcat photograph used in 

The Guardian on Wednesday 
26th  September! 

Robin Bennett 
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John’s cracker! 

Not bad… but it looks like Ellie May Forrester 

wins top dolphin photographer kudos in this 
issue, Robin!  Ric 
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My tracking journey began a long time ago, back in 2004, when my parents were wardens at a campsite in the 

Forest of Dean.  Half of my childhood was spent in the forest - I was there every time I got the chance, whether 
that was at weekends or school holidays, rain or shine, I was there! 

 

I occasionally got the chance to help with the management of the campsite too, from pruning back scrub to assisting 
visitors with wildlife spotting.  I often went hiking or cycling to places like Symonds Yat Rock, Cannop Ponds or even 

down to the River Wye; and it was on these journeys I would come across strange marks in deep mud or on the sandy 

paths.  I later discovered that these were the tracks of forest dwelling mammals! 
 

My mother has always been into wildlife, and I think it was my constant badgering (pardon the pun!) that convinced her 

teach me about the mammals some of these tracks belonged to.  The main species that caught my interest was of course 

the wild boar (Sus scrofa).  Many people have a negative impression of these magnificent creatures; yes, they can be 
dangerous (mainly to dogs and other boar) and yes, they can be destructive, but most of the time they are only acting 

out of fear of dogs or being defensive because they feel trapped.  What most people do not realise is that out of their 

‘destructive’ nature comes new life – saplings happily grow in the freshly disturbed soil, ground flora flourishes and other 
mammals exploit the open soil to forge for tubers and nuts! 

 

As soon as I had learnt a few tracks, such as fallow deer (Dama dama), 
roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), and badger (Meles meles), there was no 

stopping me!  I brought my first tracking book on a trip to Gairloch, 

Scotland: Animal Tracks and Signs by Preben Bang and Preben Dahlstrom 
(right).  It was then that I realised I could learn more about tracks and 

animal signs.  I started practising what I learnt straight away, tracking a 

small herd of red deer (Cervus elaphus) hinds near the cottage I was 
staying at.  I came back from that trip with a thirst to learn more and 

build on my tracking knowledge.  Ever since then, I have been out 

tracking animals at every chance I get.  
 
Tracking not only allows you to monitor wildlife distribution, abundance and 

behaviour; but it also allows you to directly connect to the individual animals that 

left being the tracks you have found.  People have been tracking for hundreds and 
thousands of years, with its origins going back to cavemen times when hunters would track down 

woolly mammoths for their dinner.  Tracking is still done all over the world today, from deer 

stalking in Scotland, to hunting and tracking large carnivores in Europe.  Of course, tracking is not 
only about looking at tracks left by a species, it is also about looking at their scat, behaviour, den 

sites, feeding sites, the wider landscape and more. 

 
One tip I would always give to people before they start tracking, is to always use something as a 

scale when photographing animal tracks - as many tracks can look very similar, often only 

distinguished from one another by size or width.  Carry an ‘L’ ruler or a 30 cm ruler in your back 

pack, if not use a car key fob or pocket knife.  This will aid in identifying the tracks at a later date, 
if identification cannot be obtained in the field. 

 

Where to start with mammal tracking:  If you want to learn more about tracking get yourself 
a good tracking book - by all means go on expensive tracking courses, 

but nothing compares to just getting outside, studying each track you 

find, making notes and physically practicing tracking!  Start with 
something simple like identifying which tracks belong to which species.  

This is a skill in itself – it is simpler with species like badger as nothing 

else in the UK leaves a track like a badger, but deer species can be a little 
trickier to identify.  To someone starting out in tracking, slots (tracks made by the cleaves of 

an animal’s foot, more on this later) left by a buck fallow deer can look very much like a hind 

foot red deer print - based on size and shape.  A more experienced tracker knows that the 
medial surface (middle section of the slot) in fallow deer is nearly parallel, with the medial walls 

(inner edges of each cleave) being ever so slightly concave or flat.  Red deer slots however, 

Who’s tracking who?                                        Words and photos by Alastair Hughes-Roden 

Fallow deer slot taken on 

Cannock Chase 

The so-called “Harry 

Tuffin’s Roofers’ L-
square”, marketed 

by Blackspur and 

still available from 
the pound aisle at 

HT Craven Arms 

store and no doubt 
other pound shops 

county wide.  Large, 
awkward, heavy, 

and doesn’t fold.  

But cheap!  (£1) 
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have a convex outer anterior; which means the slots are slightly more rounded in 

comparison to fallow deer.  But don’t let complex words and 
terminology stop you, just grab your book and get out there - we 

all have to start somewhere! 

 
Tracks or slots?  Knowing basic information about the species 

you intend to track is key, as this information can be very helpful.  

There are three types of track morphology: plantigrade, 
digitigrade and unguligrade.  These all leave different types of 

tracks/slots.  Whereas plantigrade species walk flat on their feet, 

for example a badger, digitigrade animals walk on the tips of 

their toes, like a fox Vulpes vulpes, lynx Lynx lynx or wild cat 
(Felis silvestris).  Unguligrade animals walk on the extreme tips 

of one or two toes, such as deer and horses.  The only mammals 

in the UK which don’t leave tracks, but instead leave slots - are 
ungulates (deer species, wild boar Sus scrofa, horses Equus ferus caballus).  

These can be split into two groups- cloven hoofed species (deer, wild boar), 

and non-cloven hoof species (horses).  Cloven hoofed species leave slots, 
as opposed to the tracks made by animals like badgers.  Cloven hoof 

species have two cleaves, digits 3 and 4, the dew claws are formed from 

digits 2 and 5.  Tracks that have pads, e.g. badger, have digits numbered 
from 1-5 going away from the body, the little digit equates to a human thumb. 

 

So knowing the basic anatomical information of these 
species is vital, as you can work out which species has left 

the track or slot, which foot (e.g. right fore) it is on the 

species, what digits are visible and what type of track or 

slot has been left (plantigrade, badger, right fore, for 
example). 

 

Where is best to track?  You can track animals anywhere 
you go.  Whether it’s the highlands of Scotland or the 

pavements of urban estates - tracks and 

signs can be found all around.  You shouldn’t 
be put off learning how to track if you live in 

a built-up area.  Firstly, many cities/towns 

are close to green spaces such as parks or 
playing fields.  Parks can hold such amazing 

species, which means there is lots of potential to 

go tracking!  I know of at least three local parks 

close to me which have frequent visits by badgers 
or contain badger setts.  Red foxes (Vulpes 

vulpes) often pass through parks and cities on the 

prowl for food.  Sometimes these species won’t leave 
tracks but will leave other signs such as scat, hair 

trapped in fences, or dens or setts that you can find.  

Red fox scat for instance, often has a ‘tail’ on the end 
of a sausage shaped dropping. This makes it easy to 

identify in a park setting, where dog poo may be 

found too (which generally lacks a ‘tail’ unless they 
eat grass, in which case the faeces have an 

elongated ‘tail’).  If you are lucky enough to be able 

Wild boar slots; 

elongated slippage of 
the track, with dew 
claws not present. 

Fox track above - quite elongated compared to dog 
tracks. Another identifying feature is that fox tracks 

have similar pad sizes for all digits and the 

interdigital pad - which is a good indicator of fox 

species. 

Fox: Digitigrade 

Deer: Unguligrade 

Badger: Plantigrade 
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Muntjac poo – fewmets- often 
very small, with a point. Their 

droppings are on average 
between 1-2cm in length 

Otter spraint - on a raised rock, 
so other otters can see or smell 
the spraint. 
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to go to the countryside or more rural parts of the UK, then most mammal species tracks and signs can be found, with 

plenty of exploration and practice. 
 

Understanding what kind of habitat you are in is also key to successfully tracking.  If you 

are tracking near a clean river course surrounded by plenty of riparian woodland, you can 
start thinking about what species could be present.  Otters (Lutra lutra) may use that 

stretch of river, leaving tracks and sometimes spraint.  On the other hand, mink (Neovison 

vison) may occasionally use the river for foraging, and water voles (Arvicola amphibius) 
may use it on their way around the area.  If you are in a woodland in the Forest of Dean 

you may expect to see uprooted vegetation - the tell-tale sign of wild boar - or the slots of 

fallow deer on a muddy pathway.  Muntjac deer often forage in woodland too, leaving small 

droppings and delicate footprints behind.  So it’s very important to consider the habitats 
you will be tracking in and the species which may appear in each habitat, as this enables 

you to be prepared and start assessing tracks as soon as they are found.  

 
Behaviour of individuals:  After you have learnt to identify a range of tracks, then you 

can start learning in a bit more detail.  You can examine the direction of travel of the 

individual - were they going north towards the pond, for example, or south to the 
meadows?  Working out direction of travel can inform the tracker of where the species is 

travelling to and potentially why – is it food, a latrine site, finding mates, marking territory?  

If tracks/slots are found quite frequently then this indicates that you have found a 
favourable pathway, so it may be a good idea to put a trail camera to monitor which animals are 

using the route.  Working out the direction of travel is generally quite easy as the tracks point the 

way.  For example, on badger tracks the digits (toes) and claws normally leave an impression on 
the ground – the claws are always positioned on the tips of the toes, and so whichever way the 

claws are facing tells you which way the individual was travelling. 

 

The next step is working out more in-depth information about the species behaviour.  
A lot of this can be extracted from the track/slot itself.  How the track/slot has been 

made tells you a great deal about the behaviour of the individual.  If a deer slot has 

slippage (the cleaves have slid forward, leaving a skid mark, behind the slot) it might 
show that the deer species tried to come to a stop suddenly - perhaps it was spooked 

by a twig snapping or it 

saw a dog walker 
ahead.  If the slots are 

nice and clear (which is 

called good registration) 
then this could show 

that the individual was 

calm and relaxed at the 

time the slots were 
made, maybe it was 

feeding or scouting the 

trail ahead for 
disturbance.  These 

tracks/slots have lots to 

tell you, once you have 
got your eye in.  Another tip 

that will help you greatly is 

to watch deer or other 
mammals through 

binoculars and see what 

behaviours the individuals 
are showing.  Once the individual has moved on, go over 

and look at the tracks/slots.  Look at how they sit in the substrate 

and what shape and size they are - make some field notes while 

you have the tracks in front of you, either in your tracking book 
or in a notepad, as you can bet your life you’ll forget most of 

what you’ve seen when you get back home and think ‘I’ll just make some notes now I’ve got a cuppa’. 

Article author Alastair (left) teaching the Birmingham and 

Black Country Mammal Society how to track and record 
mammal signs on a local reserve 

Fallow deer track slippage; the 
slots are very elongated due 

to the cleaves slipping down 

the muddy bank.  Found in the 

Forest of Dean. 

Muntjac slots are very 
small, often ranging 

between 2-3.5cm in 
length. 
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Substrate and track ageing:  The next thing which you should learn about is substrate.  
This is the substance in which the track/slot is placed in e.g. snow, mud or sand.  Moist 

mud or damp sand is probably the best substrate for tracking in my opinion, as even when 

it starts to dry out the track/slot morphology remains the same.  Mud holds its shape 
much better than most other substrates and will harden - even if it rains, the imprints are 

still relatively visible.  Tracking in snow is also great, but a slight rise in temperature or a 

light rain shower can erase all tracks/slots left behind by a species, making identification 
near impossible.  In Europe however where it is much colder – like in the Tatra mountains 

in Slovakia, where I spent some time tracking Eurasian brown bear (Ursus arctos arctos), 

Eurasian wolf (Canis lupus lupus) and Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx) - the snow in winter is 

often a few feet deep and is always present in 
the mountains.  The only thing that erases 

tracks/slots in Slovakia is heavy snowfall.  

When animals walk on snow, they leave crisp 
impressions in its surface, and if it doesn’t 

snow or rain the tracks/slots will remain for as 

long as the snow and the temperature hold, 
allowing you plenty of time to find them.  A 

flurry of snow overnight is a gift to people 

interested in tracking, as it provides a blank canvas 
for animals to leave fresh tracks and signs on.  If you 

see any tracks/slots the morning after snow, you know 

they were left overnight!  This also means that snow is 
great for also ageing tracks and slots.  In the UK this 

works very well, as in the winter we often wake up to a 

light covering of snow, which means all the tracks/slots 

found are from that night/morning, so you can 
confidently age them.  When ageing tracks and slots in 

mud or sand, you must account for depth of track/slot, when it last rained, 

and the amount of natural debris (leaves, spruce needles, seeds).  If it has 
just rained, then theoretically a deer slot will be deeper, due to the substrate 

being moister and softer.  This means you can roughly age the track based on 

this information.  Falling debris is also an indicator, though not always the 
most reliable.  Pine needles shed all year round – so when slots are made near pine 

trees, needles are often compressed into the slot.  If you have a hard wind or storm a 

great deal of needles will fall, and so if lots of needles are compressed into the slot, 
then you know the slot was made by a deer after the hard wind.  This skill comes with 

time and a great deal of practice, often learnt from other, more experienced trackers. 

 

Overall, getting out there into the field is the most important part of tracking and learning to track.  You will only better 
your knowledge by going out and looking for tracks and signs, observing animals and making notes in the field – and 

after all you can only learn so much from sitting at home with a book and a cuppa.  Nothing is worth more than 

experience!  Often going out with local groups and societies can be very beneficial.  Learning from others who have been 
tracking for many years is also a great start.  I have taught many groups, societies and university students how to track 

species and record ecological data from the tracks and signs we have found – all of which have benefited from having 

someone there to ask questions, show them more in-depth features about tracks and be there to help them build 
knowledge if they are struggling.  Some trackers will charge fortunes to teach you how to track, others will just do it for 

a cup of tea, a piece of cake and a good chat.  So, go out there and just chat to fellow trackers and ask if you can 

volunteer or help with one of their courses!  I hope to see more of you in the field with your guide books and walking 
boots, tracking deer and badgers through woodland, or spotting otters on a river!  Just remember, you never stop 

learning. 

 
If anyone has any questions, needs help or wants to attend/volunteer with me teaching tracking, don’t hesitate to get 

into contact via email ah-r21@hotmail.com or Twitter @AlastairHR1. 
Alastair Hughes-Roden 

Wild boar slot taken in 

Poland 2018.  The dew 

claws are present; the 

distinguishing feature of 
wild boar tracks are that 

they are widest at the 

dew claws 

Badger track; soft mud substrate 
shows the tracks well.  Notice digit 

1 (the ‘thumb’) is missing from the 
upper impression. 

**Alastair will also be delivering a tracking presentation at the Shropshire Mammal Group AGM on 2nd February 2019!** 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:ah-r21@hotmail.com
https://twitter.com/AlastairHR1
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It was August 21st 2018, and we were returning home in the car from a day trip to Wales.  It had been a 

beautiful sunny day, but the skies had clouded and we drove home with the wiper blades wiping away the 

drizzle.  It was around 9.30 p.m. and we were almost home – driving down a rural country road close to 
Bobbington when a large dark shape started to emerge from the left hand side hedgerow to cross the road in front of 

us.  My husband Mark braked hard amidst exclamations from all of us to the tune of “What the hell is that”?  The car 

stopped and the ‘beast’ was caught in the headlights.  It stopped momentarily, blinked once or twice at us and then 

carried on lumbering across the road.  We couldn’t believe what we had just seen.  A wallaby had just crossed the road 
in front of us.  A wallaby?  Do they live rurally in this country, we wondered? 

 

Back home in 20 minutes so Mark and I took to Facebook to record our encounter.  
Comments started to flood in and most of them told us that a wallaby was indeed on the 

loose in the area.  It had escaped from the Wild Zoological Park a few days beforehand 

after managing to leap the perimeter fence.  Someone sent us a link to the Parks Page 
where we read all about it.  Our wallaby now had a name; ‘Holly’.  There had been various 

unfortunate press reports of an ‘escaped beast’ and ‘kangaroo on the loose’ but the park 

were keen to clarify that Holly was a small, friendly, grass eating wallaby.  Not a 
kangaroo and not a dangerous beast either.  Apparently, in some parts of the UK 

wallabies roam wild, country estates often keep them like sheep to keep the grass down. 

 

They asked for sightings to be reported to their Facebook page which we duly did and 
the reply the following morning thanked us and advised that their keepers had been 

out in the area the previous night and were now back there looking for her. 

 
The Wild Zoological Park is situated amidst the Halfpenny Green Vineyard in Bobbington 

and so a couple of days later we visited to enquire about Holly’s welfare.  She was still enjoying 

her freedom apparently and had been spotted enjoying the contents of a large cabbage field 
close by. 

 

The story ends with an article in the Express and Star advising that Holly was 
home more than two weeks after her escape.  A spokesperson from the Zoo said.  

“I can tell you that all of our staff are very happy to have Holly home.  Everyone 

is helping to keep an eye on her and make sure she’s as comfortable as she can 
be.  She was unfortunately injured by a vehicle this morning 

after days of trying to 

driver her back to the 

vineyard or ideally 
catching her, but she 

kept returning to the 

same spot which was by a main 
road and obviously a big worry 

for us.  In the early hours she 

seemed to insist on hanging 
out by the roadside each night 

and the inevitable has 

happened as much as we tried 
to keep her away from roads.  

It’s good and slightly bad 

news at the same time”.  
 
Holly had suffered a glancing blow from a van and had 

a scrape under her right ear where she had been 

clipped, but was expected to make a full recovery. 
Wendy Whittle 

Mammal Eyewitness:  Marsupial encounter!          by Wendy Whittle 

Unhelpful advice from some 
Facebook muppet(s). 

A previous wallaby sighting nearby in Sept 2017 

was probably the Tasmanian sub-species of the 
red-necked wallaby Macropus rufogriseus 
rufogriseus, or Bennett’s Wallaby… appropriately! 

More Whittle witticisms brought to you via the miracle of Facebook screen grabs 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.wildzoo.co.uk/
http://www.wildzoo.co.uk/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/local-hubs/staffordshire/south-staffordshire/2018/08/29/holly-the-wallaby-recaptured-after-two-weeks-following-injury/
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Dormice of Shropshire                                         with Sam Devine Turner & Nicola Stone 

When?  Wednesday 17th October 2018   1930 hrs 
Where?  Hightown Community Room, Vicarage Lane, Clun SY7 8JG 

Description:  Nicola and Sam will bring us up to date with the habits and fortunes of one of Shropshire’s most 

charismatic small mammals (i.e. the dormice).  A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Clun and Bishop’s Castle Branch event 

Info:  £3 for SWT members; £4 for non-members, students and children free.  No need to book. 

Shropshire Mammal Group Mammal Atlas meeting, lunch and walk 
with SMG Committee members 

When?  Saturday 3rd November 2018, 1030 hrs – maybe 1530 hrs 
Where?  The New Inn, Hook-a-Gate, Shrewsbury  SY5 8BE.  

Description:  Shropshire Mammal Group’s County Mammal Atlas has been in the pipeline ever 

since the formation of the Group in 2009; from time to time we get serious about progressing this, 
and so the Committee has planned an open meeting to review progress of collection of our mammal 

records and to discuss the form that the Shropshire Mammal Atlas will take.  This will not be a 

serious, dry meeting, but to encourage attendance we offer a light sandwich lunch (and maybe even CHIPS!) plus a short 
mammal walk in the afternoon along public footpaths in the area. 

Info:  For catering purposes we’d appreciate an idea of numbers; the more people we get, the more likely we’ll have chips.  Please text 

Ric on 07803 132736, call Malcolm on 01948 663069 or reply to the email circulated to all members. 

A Wild Night with Tigers                                                                    with Andy Rouse 
When?  Friday 16th November 2018  1930 hrs  

Where?  The Festival Drayton Centre, Frogmore Road, Market Drayton TF9 3AX 

Description:  Join one of the world’s best wildlife photographers for spellbinding photography, great music, fun 
videos and his own unique style of patter which is combination of caring conservation, tall tales and stand-up comedy.  

His new show features his extensive work with one special tiger called Noor in Ranthambhore National Park, India. 

Info: This will sell out, so book early on 01630 654444 or email info@festivaldraytoncentre.com  Tickets are £16. 

Mammal Detective - a Shropshire Wildlife Trust Members Only Event   with Stuart Edmunds 
When?  Sunday 18th November 2018  1030 hrs – 1230 hrs.  (SWT Members only) 
Where?  Pam’s Pools, Underton, Bridgnorth, SY4 1DX 

Description:  Join Stuart, former SMG Chair, to track badger, deer and otter. 
Info:  Strictly SWT members only; if you’d like to attend you’ll need to join SWT first.  To do that, please contact Ric on 

07803 132736 urgently and then book for the event via Shropshire Wildlife Trust HQ (01743 284280) or via 

www.shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk/whats-on.  Numbers may be limited. 

Pipistrelle to Horseshoes                                                           with Mike Worsfold 
When?  Thursday 8th December 2018  2000 hrs. 
Where?  Ellesmere Town Hall, 1-3 Willow Street Ellesmere SY12 0AL 

Description:  Mike Worsfold of the Shropshire Bat Group will give an expert account of our local 
bats.  A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Ellesmere Branch event 

Info:  £3 for SWT members; £4 for non-members. 

Advance Notice!  Shropshire Mammal Group Annual General Meeting 
When?  Saturday 2nd February 2019  1000 hrs for 1030 hrs. 

Where?  FSC Preston Montford, Preston Montford Lane, near Shrewsbury SY4 1DX 
Description:  A short business meeting with appointment of new SMG Committee members will be followed 

by a presentation on mammal tracking in the UK and Europe by Alastair Hughes-Roden, author of a major 
article on the subject in this issue!  Not to be missed! 

Info:  Free to attend; all welcome. 

 

Diary dates for forthcoming events by Sam Devine-Turner 

SMG Events Coordinator 

And Finally…   So as ever a huge thank you is due to all the contributors to this Newsletter, both new and old – I am so pleased 

to say that we’ve pulled it off yet again, and quality mammal journalism is alive and well in our county and beyond.  There is so much to look 

forward to and get involved in in the months to come; amazing talks from SWT and others to keep your passions for mammals alive, plus 

you have a chance to help us shape the Shropshire Mammal Atlas which will be a conservation benchmark in the years to come. 
So the next Newsletter issue is due just before Christmas and you know what I’m going to say - please keep sending your records in 

to Lorcán Adrain; his contact details are on the foot of each page.  And why don’t YOU write me something for SMGN37! 
You know it makes sense!  Get scribing! 
            Cheers,    Ric Morris 

A Shropshire Atlas, but for 

mammals; sandwich depicted for 
illustrative purposes only, no 

chips available yet 

No chips available!  

But there may be cake. 

Pics:  Andy Rouse 

Neither a pip nor a 
horseshoe, before 

anyone points it out. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/Clun-Bishops-Castle-Branch-Shropshire-Wildlife-Trust-779596342187972/
http://www.the-new-inn.co.uk/
http://www.festivaldraytoncentre.com/whatson/liveevents/liveeventsFeature.php?A-WILD-NIGHT-WITH-TIGERS---ANDY-ROUSE-90
http://www.andyrouse.co.uk/
mailto:info@festivaldraytoncentre.com
http://pamspools.co.uk/
http://www.shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk/whats-on
https://www.facebook.com/SWT-Ellesmere-Branch-1243111669083313/
https://www.field-studies-council.org/centres/prestonmontford.aspx

